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TOKYO: A senior Japanese politician said cancelling the Tokyo Olympics
over the coronavirus remains a possibility yesterday, as a surge in cases re-
news concerns about the Games with less than 100 days to go. Toshiro Nikai,
the ruling Liberal Democratic Party’s number two, said the Olympics must be
cancelled “without hesitation” if the virus situation is too severe. A year after
their historic postponement, the 2020 Olympics remain beset by pandemic
problems, with parts of the torch relay forced behind closed doors and public
support consistently low. Organizers and Olympic officials insist the Games
will go ahead safely, but Nikai said yesterday that all options were on the
table. “We need to make a decision depending on the situation at the time,”
he told the private TBS television network. “We need to cancel it without hes-
itation if they’re no longer possible,” added Nikai, who is the LDP’s secretary
general. Asked if he considered cancellation an option, Nikai said: “Yes of
course. If infection spreads because of the Olympics, I don’t know what the
Olympics is for.” He added however that he sees the Games as an “opportu-
nity”, and it was “important for Japan to foster excitement with support from
the public”. “We definitely want to make a success. In order to do so, there
are various issues to solve. It’s important to solve them one by one.”

‘Might be no spectators’ 
The comments were quickly dismissed by an unnamed LDP official, who

told the Jiji news agency: “The Games will not be cancelled.” Tokyo Gover-
nor Yuriko Koike said she had “been told that the comment meant it is an
option”. “I take it as a message of strong encouragement that we contain
the coronavirus by all means,” she said. Japan’s vaccine minister meanwhile
mooted the possibility of a total bar on spectators at the Games. “We’ll hold
the Olympics in a form that is feasible,” the Asahi newspaper quoted Taro
Kono as saying. “There might be no spectators.” Nikai’s remarks come with
fresh worries in Japan about what experts have called a fourth wave of in-
fections. Record numbers of cases have been reported in Osaka in recent
days, and the government has been forced to authorise new restrictions just
weeks after lifting a virus state of emergency. The surge has already forced
the Olympic torch relay off public roads in Osaka, and a city in western
Japan also announced Wednesday that it would cancel the public event.

‘Neither safe nor secure’ 
Compounding the problem is the comparatively slow roll-out of the vac-

cine in Japan, which has so far only approved the Pfizer/BioNTech version.
Around 1.1 million people in the country of 126 million have received a first

dose of vaccine so far, with the roll-out only expanding to the elderly this
week. Despite the problems, Olympic organizers insist the Games can be
held safely and have released virus rulebooks to allay public fears. Athletes
will not be required to quarantine or be vaccinated, but will have to limit
movements and be tested regularly. Overseas fans are barred from attending,
with a decision on domestic spectator limits expected later this month. How-
ever many fans are allowed to attend, the atmosphere will be markedly dif-
ferent from Games past, with cheering strictly banned.

Organizers note that sporting events are continuing in Japan, including
some international fixtures such as the World Team Trophy figure skating,
which opened in Osaka yesterday. But opinion polls show most Japanese
favor postponing or cancelling of the Games, with those in support hovering
below 30 percent.  Medical professionals have also warned the Games are
a risky prospect, with four experts writing in the British Medical Journal this
week urging plans for the event “be reconsidered as a matter of urgency”.
“International mass gathering events such as Tokyo 2020 are still neither
safe nor secure,” they wrote. Despite the obstacles, International Olympic
Committee vice president John Coates on Wednesday said organizers were
“certainly not” considering a cancellation. “Of course we’re concerned, of
course safety remains our priority, but we believe that we’re prepared for
the worst situations,” he said. —AFP
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Mercedes admit Red 
Bull ‘edge’ ahead 
of Imola showdown
IMOLA, Italy: Lewis Hamilton and his Mercedes team expect Max
Verstappen and Red Bull to bounce back and give them a torrid
test of speed at this weekend’s Emilia Romagna Grand Prix, the
second round of this year’s world championship. Three weeks on
from the season-opening Bahrain Grand Prix, where Hamilton dug
deep into his reserves to conjure up his record 96th Formula One
victory ahead of the Dutchman, the seven-time champion knows
it will be a challenge to repeat his 2020 win at the old Autodromo
Enzo e Dino Ferrari. Mercedes team boss Toto Wolff was de-
lighted to see Hamilton triumph in the opener, but said he is under
no illusion that Mercedes have proved they can match the obvious
speed of this season’s Red Bull car. “We may have won the first
round, but we are under no illusions that this is going to be an
easy season,” he said. “Our car still lacks speed on a single lap
and Red Bull have the edge at the moment.”

In Bahrain, Verstappen secured pole by three-tenths, but
Hamilton made the most of strategy and race-craft to win, with
the aid of a costly error by the Dutchman, by just seven-tenths of

a second. Hamilton’s Bahrain victory showcased not only his
speed, but his experience and supreme race-management, quali-
ties that he will need again this season as he seeks to fend off the
challenge for his crown from Verstappen.

Hamilton rode his luck to win the 2020 Emilia Romagna race
at Imola with some aplomb - and the help of a timely Safety Car
intervention - last November as he roared towards the drivers’
title. His win was the third triumph in a run of five as he took ad-
vantage of Mercedes’ superiority and team-mate Valtteri Bottas’s
ill fortune to take command of the title race on the narrow and
bumpy old track, back in use for the first time since 2006.

Hamilton made it plain last year that he loved the “old school”
nature of the circuit set in the rolling vineyards of Emilia Romagna
and Wolff shared his feelings. “It’s where won secured our seventh
constructors championship that weekend,” he said. “And it’s such
an historic and iconic venue, which the drivers really enjoy - twisty
and fast with a variety of corners.”

Apart from Hamilton, only one other driver has previously won
at Imola - two-time champion Fernando Alonso, who has returned
to race for the Alpine-branded Renault team this year. Alonso will
be hunting an improvement on his pointless run in Bahrain, where
he retired, as will fellow veteran and four-time champion Sebast-
ian Vettel after a labored first outing for Aston Martin. Their ex-
perience may help at Imola, but it is likely to be Red Bull setting
the pace in a thrilling duel with Mercedes - with McLaren, Ferrari
and AlphaTauri in hot pursuit. —AFP

KIEV: Anna Ilina, a member of the Ukrainian Olympic shooting team for the Tokyo
2020 Olympic Games, flanked by the country’s Health Minister Maksym Stepanov,
receives a dose of China’s CoronaVac vaccine yesterday. —AFP

Cricket roundup

Stokes makes English history 

LONDON: Ben Stokes has become the first England cricketer
to be named the prestigious Wisden Leading Cricketer in the
World twice since it came into being in 2004. The 29-year-
old all-rounder won the award for a second successive year
due to scoring more Test runs than any other batsman in 2020,
with 641 in seven matches, while also taking 19 wickets. —AFP 

Pakistan defeat South Africa

CENTURION, South Africa: Babar Azam gave a batting master-
class to lead Pakistan to a nine-wicket win in the third Twenty20
international against South Africa at SuperSport Park in Centu-
rion on Wednesday. Babar hit 122, his first T20 international cen-
tury, and shared a record Pakistan first wicket partnership of 197
with Mohammad Rizwan (73 not out) as Pakistan chased down a
challenging target of 204 with two overs to spare. —AFP 

Bangalore beat Hyderabad 

CHENNAI: Virat Kohli’s Royal Challengers Bangalore edged
out Sunrisers Hyderabad by six runs for their second successive
victory of this Indian Premier League season on Wednesday.
Hyderabad, who lost their opener of the Twenty20 tournament
on Sunday, faltered in their chase of 150 to finish on 143-9 de-
spite a valiant 54 by skipper David Warner in Chennai. —AFP 

Kohli reprimanded 

NEW DELHI: Royal Challengers Bangalore skipper Virat
Kohli has been reprimanded after hitting a plastic chair with
his bat following his dismissal during an Indian Premier
League match. TV cameras picked up Kohli’s tantrum as he
kicked an advertising cushion and then vented his frustration
on the chair after falling to Hyderabad’s West Indian import
Jason Holder. But the Indian captain escaped a fine. —AFP 

Babar ends Kohli reign 

KARACHI: Pakistan captain Babar Azam dethroned Indian
maestro Virat Kohli after more than three years as the world’s
number one batsman in one-day international rankings, the In-
ternational Cricket Council announced Wednesday. The 26-year-
old becomes the fourth Pakistani batsmen to get the top spot in
ODIs and the first since Mohammad Yousuf in 2003.  —AFP 

Streak banned 8 years 

PARIS: Former Zimbabwe cricket captain Heath Streak was
on Wednesday banned for eight years on corruption charges,
the International Cricket Council announced, after being im-
plicated for his dealings with a shadowy Indian gambler iden-
tified only as ‘Mr X’. “Mr Streak chose to admit the charges
and agreed the sanction with the ICC in lieu of an Anti-Cor-
ruption Tribunal hearing,” an ICC statement said.  —AFP


